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PROTOTYPE DRAFT

EXPLANATORY GUIDE
BACK STORY

The Overseers are zooming through space at the speed of thought and in the depths of space, millions of light years away from the Universal core, a habitable planet has been discovered. It is teeming 
with life and it’s only sentient species is so primitive that they can easily be shaped and controlled by beings of higher power; being that are aeons older and infinitely more advanced. 
 
Orbiting a young sun and being ripe with resources it is immediately desirable for the High Races. Conquering its inhabitants by force would be easy but the all-knowing, ever-present Overseers do not 
allow any acts of violence towards infantile races. To breach the laws of the Overseers is to invite a fate worse than death. Therefore to conquer the planet other methods must be used. 

Each of the High Races has its own way of subduing and infiltrating the simple bipedal mammals on the planet and each Alien Race Faction has its own agenda. All wish to make their primitive tribes 
develop into effective and faithful servants and all wish the other Races to fail. The High Race that first succeeds in cultivating a populous, technologically superior and highly productive flock will be 
able to rule the entire planet for all ages to come. 

On the planet later known as Earth a tribe of hunter-gatherers huddled together against the night-time cold look up as an impossibly bright light opens up the sky and reaches down to them. They are 
not afraid, but curious…
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ANNUNAKI
The Annunaki are blond haired giants that came to earth mostly because 
of gold. They use gold in their buildings and spaceships to perfect their 
conductivity.  

They have mastered sound waves and light and that enables them to 
use sound waves and light as a power source for mine work, building 
construction via levitation, and operating portals by using Hornstones to 
amplify the required high-frequency sound waves.  

They also power up Crystals to magnify light and use their light and 
sound techniques to manipulate human DNA. According to old legends, 
the Annunaki drained most of South Africa’s gold resources. 

After they drained the gold mines, they disappeared and have not been 
seen since. Their home planed, Niburu, is said to be manoeuvrable 
and that it can be transferred between star systems through unknown 
means.

Special agenda:
Gain control of Production 
sites in other continents.
End of game: 
Gain 3 points for each 
 production building they 
control outside their own 
continent.

SAURIANS
The Saurians are a dark aggressive race that use fear as a main source 
of control over their human faction, often demanding human sacrifice. 

They have a reptile-looking face and a hard, scaly skin and are therefore 
often referred to as the Lizard people. They have superior knowledge 
of and control over plants and beings. With their herbal techniques 
they can soften the hardest rocks into clay in order to build complex 
structures.  

According to legends, the Saurians or Reptilians as they are often 
refereed to, have had impact on many South American cultures. Some 
say that traces of their influence can be found all over the world. No one 
knows where they came from and when they left the planet, or if they 
even left Earth at all.  

There are believers that claim that they still roam among the humans, 
just waiting for the right sign to come out of their human like cocoons.

Special agenda:
Gain control of  
Residential sites in other 
continents.
End of game: 
Gain 3 points for each 
residential building they 
control outside their own 
continent.

ALIEN FACTIONS

GAME CONTENT
• Main board, 54 x 36 cm
• 4 Player boards, 21 x 16 cm
• 1 Central uplifted platform, 12 cm circle x 6 cm
• 181 Cards, 8,8 x 5,5 cm
• 4 Faction Cheat sheets, 8,8 x 16,5 cm
• 30 Monuments tiles, 4 x 4 cm
• 60 Crystal tokens, 1,6 x 1,6 cm
• 180 Player tokens,  in 4 Alien Faction colours
• 1 Game play and Setup Guide, 1 Explanatory Guide 
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GREY
The Greys are peaceful explorers that travel through the Galaxy, aiding 
other species they run into. They use their powerful mind control, when 
they encounter. 

When they meet new species they feel are limited, they use their 
powerful mind control techniques to increase the species’ understanding 
and ability to use more complex things by growing and improving their 
brain cells.  

The Greys home planet is unknown, but they have been frequent guest on 
Earth since the dawn of time. The Greys are peaceful in nature and they 
are self-claimed protectors of all species that they feel oppressed. 

They have healing powers that they use to heal the wounded and fre-
quently use mind melt to give or gain knowledge from other species. 

Special agenda:
Stop other factions from  
 influencing other conti-
nents then their own.
End of game: 
Gain 4 points for each 
continent that does not 
have other factions on 
them ( MAX 16).

NEPHILIM
The Nephilim are tall, cone-headed leaders that have a superior ability to 
manipulate genetic changes through bionic implants. 
They use their laser technology to aid them in building vast temples and 
buildings. They manipulate the humans by changing their appearances 
into different animal-head creatures, thus gaining the humans’ complete 
devotion. 
Through out all of Earth’s civilizations, the Nephilim have used their 
abilities to implant thoughts, visions and sightings into specially chosen 
humans, according to legends. Those humans have then, in strong belief, 
spread their divine word through their fellow humans, resulting in new 
religions being born.  

The Nephilim home planet lies deep within the Orion belt, seen from 
Earth. They control portals that they can use to travel quickly between 
vast distances. 

Special agenda:
Gain control of Religious 
sites in other continents.
End of game: 
Gain 3 points for each 
religious building they 
control outside their own 
continent.

ALIEN FACTIONS Continue

Used to aid your own faction or other factions in order to get ahead.
AID ACTIONS

Aid Actions always benefit you in some positive way. They are used to get free 
Resources, enable players to build on other Continental areas, enable players 
to rearrange their cards or Co-own another players buildings (and gain the same 
resources and end game points). 
If you use Aid action to aid other factions (place the card on the Central platform letting 
the text face the affected player), place your faction token on the receivers player aid 
area on his board. At the end of the game, you receive 3 points for each Faction Aid 
you did during the game (at a maximum of 5 tokens used). 
Players that receive Resource Aid from others start their next turn with their Resource 
tokens placed higher up according to what they received.

Used to remove, overtake or re-locate other players buildings or resources
ATTACK ACTIONS

Attack Actions are always negative for the receiver, but can help the attacker in receiving 
his Faction agenda. Attacks enable players to gain resources from other players, 
remove buildings from other continents, (the affected player must remove both of his  
tokens, the continent & building tile on player board) or overtake other players 
buildings. When that occurs, replace the Continental building token with yours and the 
affected player must discard his token on the building slot on the main board. Place one 
of your tokens on the building slot instead.
When attacking, place the card on the Central uplifted platform and let the text face 
the affected player (turned towards his Continent). You can make as many attacks as 
you have cards and your can attack any number of players. Play fair though. 
Attacks can be blocked, neutralized or re-targeted with the correct Defence card.

Gain ALL Divine Powers (or Produc-
tion if shown) Doubled. Move your 
Divine Powers up accordingly.

Gain ALL Divine powers from a 
selected Continent. Move your 
Production up accordingly.

Build 1 FREE building of ANY type 
on a Continental area of your 
choice. Activate with 1 crystal.

Build 1 FREE RELIGIOUS building 
of on a Continental area of your 
choice. Activate with 1 crystal.

Build 1 FREE PRODUCTION building 
on a Continental area of your 
choice. Activate with 1 crystal.

Build 1 FREE RESIDENTIAL building 
on a Continental area of your 
choice. Activate with 1 crystal.

Build ANY building type on a  
Continental area of your choice. 
Pay required resources.

Build a RELIGIOUS building on a  
Continental area of your choice. 
Pay required resources.

Build a PRODUCTION building on a  
Continental area of your choice. 
Pay required resources.

Build a RESIDENTIAL building on a  
Continental area of your choice. 
Pay required resources.

Gain Production as shown. 
Move Production token up accord-
ingly on the Resource bar.

Gain Divine Powers as shown. 
Move Divine Powers token up 
accordingly on the Resource bar.

Gain Production & Divine Powers 
as shown. Move tokens up accord-
ingly on the Resource bar.

Co-own a Production building of 
your choice. Place your faction 
token on the building to indicate. 
You can activate as your own and 
you will gain its end game points.

Co-own a Religious building of 
your choice. Place your faction 
token on the building to indicate. 
You can activate as your own and 
you will gain its end game points.

Co-own a Residential building of 
your choice. Place your faction 
token on the building to indicate. 
Get the Crystals and you will gain 
its end game points.

Choose 2 cards from the discard 
pile and place on top of your 
Lowest level draw deck. 
They will be drawn to your active 
hand for your next turn.

You can use TWO actions from the 
same card, not including this card.   
Another Top or Middle action can 
still be used on this card.

Draw a random card from a 1 level 
higher deck then the card level.
Place the card on top of your 
Lowest level draw deck. Will be 
drawn to your next active hand.

Gain ALL Production from a  
selected Continent. Move your 
Divine Powers up accordingly.

Steal players Production from 
a building of your choice. Move 
Production token up accordingly on 
your Resource bar. Place a faction 
token on the affected building. 
That building will be blocked until 
your next turn - no Production. 

Steal players Divine Powers from 
a building of your choice. Move 
Divine token up accordingly on 
your Resource bar. Place a faction 
token on the affected building. 
That building will be blocked until 
your next turn - no Divine Powers. 

x2
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Used to build buildings, items & monuments
BUILDING ACTIONS

Build Actions enables players to build the shown building, Item or Monument if the 
player fulfils the shown building requirements & has the required resources.
There are 3 building TYPES; Production buildings (that give you Production - each turn 
if activated), Religious buildings (that give you Divine Powers - each turn if activated) & 
Residential buildings (that give you ONE portion of crystals & support the number 
of Crystals shown).
There are Items & Monuments (in 3 different Levels) to build too. Same requirements.
If you have all the requirments, place one of your faction tokens on the building 
slot on the main board, this is to indicate that you now own 1 building of that type.
Place a second token on the Continental area, if available. See Main board.

Used to protect against attacks or to eliminate player cards actions.
DEFENCE ACTIONS

When a player attacks you can Defend against the card by activating the appropriate 
Defence action. The card must match the attackers card level in order to be effective. 
Defence cards can always be used during any other players active turns. You can respond 
to other defence cards as well.
There are three different defence cards; that neutralize an attack, that reflect the 
attack to another player and that can deactivate or neutralize a card action.

Steal Crystals from players. 
All unsupported crystals will be 
discarded at end of turn,

Overtake a players’ Production 
building. Remove and place tokens 
accordingly. Must be same level.

Overtake a players’ Religious 
building. Remove and place tokens 
accordingly. Must be same level.

Overtake a players’ Residential 
building. Remove and place tokens 
accordingly. Must be same level.

Remove a Production building of 
the same level as the card.  
Owner removes all tokens.

Remove a Religious building of the 
same level as the card.  
Owner removes all tokens.

Remove a Residential building of 
the same level as the card.  
Owner removes all tokens.

Plague - Saurians Attack
Remove a building of attackers 
choice OF SAME LEVEL or lover if 
not able to defend. Discard tokens.

Earthquake - Annunaki Attack
Remove a building of attackers 
choice OF SAME LEVEL or lover if 
not able to defend. Discard tokens.

Flood - Nephilim Attack
Remove a building of attackers 
choice OF SAME LEVEL or lover if 
not able to defend. Discard tokens.

Affected player RETURNS a chosen 
building to his OWN Continent on 
available spot. NO discard.

Draw 1 random card from 1 players’ 
Active hand without looking. He 
has 1 less cards in his next turn.

Look at 1 players’ active hand and 
discard 1 card. In his next turn 
he has 1 less cards to use. Not 
defensible by affected player.

Icons - Requirements, Cost & Gain
Divine Cost

Divine Gain
Crystals GainPoints given
Production Gain

Knowledge requirement
Skill requirement
Loyalty requirementProduction CostBuilding Level

BUILDINGS

Any number of tokens, from any player, can be on each building slot!

PRODUCTION 
BUILDINGS

Requirements
MARKET

GainRequirements
AGRICULTURE

GainRequirements

HUNTING  
CAMP

Gain

RequirementsRELIGIOUS
BUILDINGS

Gain

SACRED  
STONES

Requirements

SACRIFICIAL 
ALTAR

Gain

TEMPLE

GainRequirements

RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS

SHELTER

GainRequirements

HUT

Requirements Gain

SETTLEMENT

Requirements Gain

Place 1 crystal on each owned building (once only per owneship, per turn) or card 
action to gain resources and gain the card action.

CRYSTALS

- On Production buildings - gives Production according to number.
- On Religious buildings - gives Divine powers according to number. 
- On Cards, give various results (according to card activated).

You get Crystals once when you build Residential buildings (Permanently owned - gives 
you end game points. The Residential buildings built supports the number of crystals 
shown on them). You can also borrow Crystals when you use middle part of cards.  
You must return all unsupported crystals at the end of your turn.

Crystals is the source that you need to gain resources and activate special card 
actions, they can be looked at as work force or energy source.

Building slot
Faction tokens placed
here, when built, to 
show ownership. Can
hold  unlimited 
number of tokens. Building 

Place 1 crystal here during your turn...

Building Gain 
....to gain the building 
resources, in this case 6 
production. This building
gives also 3 end game 
points, if owned then. 

When activating crystals:

Used to Convert Crystals into Production or Divine Powers
CRYSTAL CONVERTER

Each time you use the Converter, you gain 2 Production OR 2 Divine Powers OR 1 of each 
type. The chosen resources are moved up on the Resource bar accordingly. 
• 1st Conversion costs you 1 crystal
• 2nd Conversion costs you 2 crystals (a total of 3 during this turn)
• 3rd Conversion costs you 4 crystals (a total of 7 during this turn)
• 4th Conversion (and onwards) costs you 8 crystals (a total of 15 during the turn)
Crystals placed on the Converter cannot be used for other actions during the same turn. 
At clean up, return all unsupported crystals to the center and place owned in storage.

Two of your tokens, place crystal twice!
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A resource used to build Buildings, Items & Monuments
DIVINE POWERS

You get Divine Powers from Religious buildings and the higher level building, the 
more Divine Powers it gives.

Divine Powers is an energy you harvest from the humans Loyalty towards their Alien 
Factions and it is a measurement on their believe and spirituals.

End the game by placing all your Improvement tokens to Civilized stage
END GAME

The aim of Ancient Aliens is to Civilize your humans that live on your Continental area 
of influence. That is done by moving all of your Improvement tokens to the Civilized 
stage. When the last Improvement token is placed on the Civilized area by any one 
player the game ends immediately. No other turns can be done.
The player that triggered the game end receives 10 points. 

Enables players to use a one time or reusable benefit.
GIFT FROM THE GODS ACTION

The Gift from the gods action always benefits the player that activates it. This is the 
only card that is NOT discarded at the end of players turns, if activated. If some 
other action from the card was activated instead, the card gets discarded as usual.
Place the card beside your player board, where everybody can see it. You can use it 
whenever you want to, during your own turn. 
There are two avialable benefits;
• One time use; gain an instant benefit, ex. pay only Production to build a 

building of choice (Divine is free). After use, discard the card PERMANENTLY. 
• Re- usable; the benefit can be used during the current and all following turns. 

You need to activate this benefit with a crystal (place on card).

When the game ends, count all of your points to claim a Winner.
END GAME POINTS

When the last Improvement token has been placed on the Civilized stage it triggers the 
game end. Count all points to see who is the Winner; 
• 10 points - game end trigger player
• 1 point - for each set of 3 supported crystals (nothing for borrowed)
• 3 points - for each Faction token you have on other player boards (Aid)
• ? Points - combine all of your Items points
• ? Points - combine all of your Monuments points
• ? Points - combine all of your Buildings points
• ? Points - for Alien Faction Agenda finished (as displayed on Faction cards)
If tie, most crystals. Still tie, most Monuments & Icons.  
Use the Resource bar to have an overview of  
the points; move Production up for singles, 
and Devine op for tens.

Enables players to move their Improvement tokens to the next square
IMPROVEMENT ACTION

In order to make your humans, that live on the Continental area of influence, Civilized, 
they need to be Improved.  Improve 3 abilities;

Knowledge - What your humans know.

Skill - What your humans can do.

Loyalty - How much they believe

Re-targeted
You can block an Alien attack and 
turn it towards another player that 
is now the attacked player. Defend 
card can be used to defend this.  
Attacker is immune!  
In a 2 player game this works as a 
normal defence.

Card ineffective
The plaid card will not have any 
effect and is discarded.

Defended.
Effective against all Alien attacks. 
The attack is ineffective.

The Annunaki player can build 1 
free Item of choice. Only the cur-
rent top Item, you cannot choose. 
Activate with 1 crystal. Single use.

Hornstone Harp Activated
The Annunaki player can improve  
twice when improving. Can be any 
combination. Activate with 1 
crystal. Re-usable.

Eureka Light Shot

The Annunaki player can build 1 
free building of choice anywhere. 
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Single use.

Levitation Crystals
The Annunaki player can improve 
Skill twice when improving.
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Increase Muscle Tissue A
N
N
U
N
A
K
I

The Grey player can build 1 free 
Item of choice. Only the current top 
Item, you cannot choose. Activate 
with 1 crystal. Single use.

Clear Complex
The Grey player can build TWO 
buildings of choice for the price of 
one. Activate with 1 crystal. 
Single use.

Focus The Mind

The Grey player can improve  twice 
when improving. Can be any com-
bination. Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Mindproject Dublicator
The Gret player can improve Loyalty 
twice when improving.
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Spiritual Endorphin G
R
E
Y

The Saurians player can build 1 
Item OR Monument for half price. 
Only the current top Item. Activate 
with 1 crystal. Single use.

Herbal Stone Softener
The Saurians player can build an 
Item or Monument using ONLY 
Production.  Activate with 1 crystal. 
Single use.

Blueprints Probed

The Saurians player can improve 
Loyalty twice when improving.
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Sacrificial Knive
The Saurians player can improve 
Skill twice when improving.
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Advanced Herbal Complexor S
A
U
R
I
A
N
S

The Buluzi player can improve  
twice when improving. Can be any 
combination. Activate with 1 crys-
tal. Re-usable.

Logic Calculator
The Buluzi player can build an Item 
or Monument using ONLY Produc-
tion.  Activate with 1 crystal. 
Single use.

Implanted Blueprints

The Nephilim player can build 1 
Item OR Monument for half price. 
Only the current top Item. Activate 
with 1 crystal. Single use.

Rock Laser
The Nephilim player can improve 
Knowledge twice when improving.
Activate with 1 crystal. 
Re-usable.

Universal Knowledge Conv. N
E
P
H
I
L
I

M

GIFTS FROM THE GODS

22 points
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Controls your levels for building, card drafting and end game.
IMPROVEMENT TABLE

The Improvement table is the heart of Ancient Aliens. It influences everything in the 
game, based on the level of the required Improvement; Knowledge, Skill & Loyalty.
The game starts with all Improvement tokens on 0. With the Improve action, the 
shown Improvement is moved to the next square to the right. When the tokens pass 
a Level threshold (see level), it gives access to new card decks and you can build 
better buildings, items & Monuments that give you more Resources and points.
Improvement table Card drafting:

Examples of card drafting:

• At the beginning of the game all cards are drawn from Tech 1 decks. 
• As soon as any improvement token is moved onto the “2” column, Tech 2 

gets activated. 
• The same way, when any improvement token is moved onto the “3”           

column, Tech 3 gets activated.
       When drawing new cards, use the following rules:
       - Draw 1 card from the highest activated Tech deck according to the      
          Improvement token that is highest up to the right on the table.
       - Draw 1 card from the 2nd highest activated Tech deck (or Tech 1) according  
         to the Improvement token that is 2nd highest up to the right on the table.
       - Draw the remaining 3 cards from the Lowest deck according to the        
         Improvement token that is lowest to the left (Tech 1 or New shuffled Deck).
• If two (+ or all) tokens are on the same right most column, draw two (+ or all) 

from the same deck.
Depleted deck: shuffle ALL the discarded cards to form a new Lowest level deck. 
This Lowest level deck can potentially include cards from other decks as well. It is 
ideal to keep it most to the left so it wont get confused with the other decks.
Obsolete deck: (example if there are still cards available from Tech 1 but all improve-
ment tokens are under the “2” & “3” columns) shuffle all remaining cards from the 
obsolete deck to the Lowest level deck.  
This could potentially conclude that there would be only two decks (or in extreme rare 
cases just one if Tech 3 gets depleted) to draw from.

• Draw 1 card from Tech 2
• Draw 4 cards from Tech 1 (or Lowest).

• Draw 1 card from Tech 3
• Draw 1 card from Tech 2
• Draw 3 cards from Tech 1 (or Lowest).

• Draw 1 card from Tech 3
• Draw 4 cards from Tech 2 (or Lowest if 

Tech 2 had been depleted).

Build Items to show your Superiority and gain End game points
ITEMS

Items can be built if the active player fulfils the requirements and has the resources. 
Items do not have as many level requirements, are less expensive than Monuments and 
they do not give as many End game points as Monuments.
These Items descriptions below are only informative, they have no game play value. 
All Items in Ancient Aliens have some “mystique” or “wondrous” connections to  
Ancient alien & other theories. Some claim they where created by civilizations of 
higher levels (or aliens in some cases) but why and how is long lost in time.

Discovered in a shipwreck in 1901 
close to Greece. It is thought to be 
a complex eclipse & astronomical 
prediction mechanism. Some claim 
that its complex structure and  
creation could not have been made 
by the Greeks, but some more  
advanced creators. Others claim 
that this is the first Computer. 

Antykithera Mechanism

Originating from the ancient 
Vimana documents, it is claimed 
from some that this is a detailed  
description on how to create a 
highly advanced machine that 
can fly. This acclaimed machine  
coming from unearthly beings. 
Others claim that this is only a wild 
interpretation of a religious text.

Vimana Engine

Discovered in a S-America in 1924, 
the skull is carved out of clean 
see through Rock Quarts crystal. 
Scholars claim it to be a hoax from 
mid 1900’s. Some say that the pre-
cise handwork couldn’t have been 
created with the era’s equipment. 
Others claim it to be an aeons old 
artefact with paranormal functions.

Crystal Scull

Originating from religious texts, 
the Ezekiel’s Wheel is claimed to 
be a precise description of ancient 
flying mechanism. Some claim it to 
be just an exaggerated interpreta-
tion, while others claim it to be a 
witnesses description of actual 
events.

Ezekiel’s Wheel

Originated from the ancient  
Indian Vimana Schastra scripts, 
it is claimed to be a descrip-
tion of an engine used by the 
Vimanas. Claimed to be a misin-
terpretation of the text by scholars,  
others claim this to be an ancient 
folk lore of a vast civilization,  
declining 100.000 years ago.

Mercury Vortex Engine

Discovered in a Tomb in Saqqara 
Egypt 1898, it is thought to be a 
ceremonial falcon. Ancient earth 
theorists claim this to be evidence 
of ancient Egypt’s aviation knowl-
edge. Others claim this to show 
that ancient civilisations had much 
higher scientific understanding, 
gained from higher beings.

Saqqara bird

Discovered in Iraq in the 1930’s, it 
is thought to have created small 
electric current, used to mould 
gold covering on copper or bronze 
crafted artwork to increase its  
value. Others claim that they 
where used to power unknown  
machinery or tools in a long lost 
Civilization.

Baghdad Battery

The image of the sun wrapped in 
wings appears in many ancient 
artefacts. Most interpreted this in 
mythology as the sun being carried 
around the sky by a large bird.
Other look at this as a sign of  
sightings and visits from beings 
from other galaxies.

Winged Solar disk

Hundreds have be found anywhere 
around the ancient Roman empire.
No one knows their purpose or 
functions, but some claim them 
to be an energy storage, others 
that they were a measurement 
tool.  They have also been found in  
China, suggesting that they are 
from a long lost ancient civilization.

Dodecahedron 

Oval, round or disc shaped objects 
often found by miners, mostly in 
S-Africa & America. What makes 
them mysterious is both the depth 
and geology they have been found 
in and also their claimed age; 3 bil-
lion years old. They are said to have 
some unearthly attributes. Referred 
to as out-of-place artefacts.

Grooved Spheres

A carving from the sarcophagus 
lid of Pacal, a Mayan King. Schol-
ars claim it to be a classic Maya 
art, with cosmological carvings. 
Others claim this as a proof of a  
connection between ancient  
Mesoamerican cultures and non- 
earthly beings. This image is sup-
posed to show a space ship. 

Pacals´Rocket

Discovered in Tolima, Columbia, 
this beautifully crafted 2000 year 
old gold art is claimed to show the 
local wild life. Some claim this to 
be a replica of flying jet airplanes 
as seen from the eyes of locals. 
Others claim the hand work to be 
far too superior for the tribes that 
are the intended makers.  

Tolima Jet
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Build Monuments for later generations to gaze upon & get End game points
MONUMENTS

Monuments can be built if the active player fulfils the requirements and has the 
resources. Monuments have more level requirements than Items and they are more 
expensive. By building a few monuments, you can gain a lot of points. 
These Monument descriptions are only informative, they have no game play value. 
All Monuments in Ancient Aliens have some “mystique” or “wondrous” connections to  
Ancient aliens, Ancient earth and Lost Civilizations theories. Some claim that these 
monuments (mostly cities & single structures) where created by civilizations of 
higher levels (or aliens in some cases) but the knowledge of their construction and 
their purpose is long lost in time.

Continental areas of influence, storage and player interactions.
MAIN BOARD

The main board represents the view of the Continental areas of influence, as seen from 
the alien factions monitors. It is an overview of the development process. 
The main board is where the human eras of influence are located and all player inter-
actions take place. All buildings, items & monuments are stored here until bought. 
During setup, items & monuments are placed on their designated places, as seen by 
the matching icons on the board and the tile icons. 

The Central Uplifted Platform is placed in the middle 
(with the crystals underneath) and attack-, defence- or 
other player aid cards are all placed here when activated 
towards other players. 
The text of the card is placed down so it is facing the 
Continental area of influence it is aimed to affect.

The continental area of influence is where the humans that you 
have been assigned to get Civilized live. 
The first built building of any type is placed on the Start square. In 
future turns, the corresponding building icon must be placed on correct 
square on the continent;  

Note! To be able to build any building type, the available building 
square must be connected to the Start square. If a building looses 
connection with the Start square (due to attacks) it will still remain on 
the board, but you cannot expand your buildings from that square. 

• Residential buildings on residential squares     
• Production buildings on production squares      
• Religious buildings on religious squares

Main board - The Continents

An ancient citadel in current Iraq. 
Known for its large ziggurat, the 
largest outside of Mesopotamia.  
Acclaimed to have been built 1250 
BC, but some say it is much older 
and a great example of an ancient 
civilization with superior building  
methods, now lost in time.

Chogha Zanbil

The Moai, located in the Pacific’s 
Ocean’s Easter islands, are large 
stone heads supposed to be build 
by The Rapa Nui people in the 
1500’s. Other claim these statues 
to be much older and that they have 
a direct cultural and structural  
connection to ancient South  
American cultures.

Easter Island Statues

The Nazca lines are ancient geo-
glyphs located on the high plains 
of S-Peru. Scholars claim them to 
be a map showing underwater riv-
ers. Others claim them to be made 
to honour the Sky People (as they 
can only be seen from the air), in-
cluding airfields and strange lines  
potentially created by lasers.

Nazca Lines

Through the ages, Crop Circles have 
appeared as seems out of thin air 
over night. First noted in 1678 and 
more frequently in the last 50 years 
they are one of the most known  
alien hoax, according to most.  
Others claim them to be a sign from 
a high intellect species from outer 
space.

Crop Circles

Found in a temple in Tikal, Gua-
temala and dating from around 
200 BC, this stone carving is  
supposed to show a priest in a re-
ligious ceremony. Others claim this 
to be a proof of visits from unearth-
ly beings that influenced the Indian 
cultures living in the region.

Mayan Spaceman

Found in various locations in Cos-
ta Rica, these round stones are a 
puzzle. Ranging from 50cm - 2m in 
diameter and dating to 1500 BC, no 
one knows for sure why they where 
created. Made from hard granite 
and almost 100% round, some 
assume that they must have been 
created by advanced civilisations.  

Round Stones
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Enables players to build more advanced buildings, items & monuments.
LEVELS

Levels state a) your Improvement table status and b) your card level. Card levels 
are displayed in the bottom right corners. 

A)  The game starts with all tokens in level 0. As you move the tokens up on the 
improvement table, you gain access to higher levels. The token placement during 
each turn show your current level status. To be able to build, you must have your Im-
provement token on the Improvement table under the same level or higher as shown on 
the building, item or monument. Token placement also tell you from which Teck decks 
you draft your cards (see Improvement table). Note that level 0 draws from Tech 1.
Example; You can only build the aimed building if your improvement levels status 
matches (or is higher) than the buildings (items & monuments) status displayed.

B)  The card levels influence how the cards interact with buildings and other cards 
when you are attacking or defending. Attacks are only affective against buildings that 
are the same or lower level than the attack card level. Same goes with defence cards 
vs. attack cards. 
Example; You can only defend successfully if your defence card level is the same 
or higher than the attackers card level.

Level 1 attack card.

Level 2 defence card.

Level 2 production building. 
Not possible to attack as it is 
higher level (2).

This Level 2 defence card would be affective against the level 1 
attack card. It would also have been affective if it was a level 
1 card. But not the other way around (level 1 defence vs. level 
2 attack).

Level 1 production building. 
Attack successful, unless 
defended.

2 3

Improvement table status;
- Knowledge, level 0
- Skill, level 1
- Loyalty, level 1

Building requirements
- Skill, Level 1
- Loyalty, Level 1
Possible to build!

X

Item requirements
- Knowledge, Level 2  
- Skill, Level 1
- Loyalty, Level 1
Not possible to build!

1

Tokens on Start can 
never be moved or 
overtaken!
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Located in Ethiopia, this 12 century 
church (and many more in the area) 
was dug out of solid rock.
According to scholars, this was 
carved out by the locals. Others 
claim this structure to be example 
of long forgotten technology, even 
laser cuts as there is no debris from 
the carvings on site.

Lalibela
According to most, this is just a 
random setup of stones. Others 
claim this to be one of oldest struc-
tures found on earth, dated before 
the large Ice-age (200.000) and it 
has vast flood sediments above it. 
It also withholds extreme energy 
readings, that can clearly be seen 
on measurements.

Adams Calendar

Located in Pakistan and redis-
covered in 1920, Mohenjo Daro is 
dated from 2500 BC. This was a 
vast civilisation in the Indus. Some 
claim that the city was destroyed 
in a nuclear explosion in 1500 BC, 
in war between advanced beings. 
Vast radioactivity can be measured 
on site.

Mohenjo Daro

Located in current Iraq, this vast 
structure was built in 2000 BC. It 
served as the official building for 
the city of Ur. 
Others claim that this was a base 
camp for the angel-like Sumeri-
ans to explore the solar system 
and specially the mythical planet 
Niburu.

Ziggurat

An ancient Inka building from the 
15th century. Incas lived there, 
but people are debating about who 
where the original constructors. 
Younger simpler stone works (Inca) 
are laid on top of different made 
monolith blocks (Inca?) that weight  
hundreds of tons & where cut out 
from solid rocks in 2500m hight.

Machu Picchu

Also known as Gate of the Gods, 
lies high in the mountains in Peru. 
No one knows when it was created, 
but the locals have referred to it as 
the way to the lands of the gods. 
Some claim this to be an ancient 
portal that was powered by tech-
nology now lost in time.

Port de Hayu
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Built by the Mayans in the 8th 
century, these structures show 
extreme construction skills and 
the whole base of the city stands 
on massive blocks of stone. Some 
claim this to be the work of some 
long lost advanced civilizations, 
that thrived millenniums before the 
last ice age.

Chichen Itza
Officially, this is a structure built by 
the Roman Empire in 300 BC. Some 
claim this to be much older. The 
base is created by huge monoliths 
(25 x 5 x 5m - weighting 3000 ton) 
that where cut out in whole from a 
stone mine near by. Others say that 
the base was a launch platform for 
space ships.

Baalbeck

Built 3200 BC, it makes this one 
of  the oldest official Megalithic 
structures built. Purpose unknown, 
but some say sacrificial activities, 
astronomy studies or as a tomb. 
Others claim this to be located on 
one of many interconnected energy 
points (among Giza,Chichen Itza & 
more), harvested by aliens.  

Newgrange

Located in England and built by 
Druids between 3000 - 2000 BC. 
The structure is considered to be 
a burial ground or astronomy site.
Others claim Stonehenge to be  
millions of years old (based on 
erosion) and that it was construct-
ed with mechanical machines or  
levitation technologies.

Stonehenge

Officially a tomb for the Pharaoh 
Khufu, build in 2500 BC. Others 
claim this to be millenniums older, 
based on erosion. Some claim that 
the Pyramids where actually built 
as huge power plants and served 
as charging stations, portals or 
beacons for visitors from the Orion 
belt.

Great Pyramids of Giza

Located in the Bolivian high plains, 
the city is claimed to be built around 
500 AD. Others claim the site to be 
aeons older. The complexity of the 
structures (precise 90° cuts, stone 
back panels cut out in whole, elbow 
stone cuts etc.) suggest that it was 
built by unknown technologically 
superior civilizations.

Pumapunku
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Resources enable players to build buildings, items and monuments
RESOURCES

Resources is the payment players need to have available if they want to build some-
thing. Other requirements must also be met; to have the correct improvement level 
and available square on the continents.
There are two types of resources:
• Divine Powers - gained from religious buildings
• Production - gained from production buildings

Resources are gathered through Crystal Activation; 
• Either by placing them on buildings to receive the resources as shown on the 

building tile.
• Or by converting crystals to resources, according to the Crystal Converter.
Gained resources are then moved up on the resource bar accordingly.

During players turn, players can only use the Resources that have been moved up on 
the bar. Therefore, it is important to have buildings that give you resources so you can 
activate them during your turn with a crystal.
At the end of each players turn, all remaining resources are placed back to 
0. If a player receives resources though an Aid action from other players during their 
turn, players move up the resources accordingly.  
In that case, players start their turn with the gained resources placed in the 
correct placement on the resource bar.

AUTHORS NOTES
Ancient Aliens - The creators of Civilization has been some time in development. The brief idea of 
the game had been with me for a while. One day I then actually woke up in the middle of the night 
with solutions to some issues I had not figured out.
The following morning, I took a paper and pen and starting to write down some notes. The ideas 
came flying, as sometimes happens when brainstorming. I barely noticed how the daylight 
dimmed for a short while and then coming back again as I was busy writing; an eclipse. The game 
was mostly born that morning during the solar eclipse on March 20th 2015.
Then started the mock-up process of testing, developing and changing. A few different prototypes 
later we have the current version, a completely different variant from the 1st draft but still at its 
heart the same.
During the development of the game, I did a lot of research. I looked at videos, read documents 
and websites. There is a lot of information about these topics out there and some are good while 
others are not. As a history nerd, I love to read about different things and receive a new perspec-
tive on common believes.
Please note that even tough I personally strongly believe that our history has more to it than of-
ficially stated, this game is a work of fiction. I am not claiming anything to be true nor false, this 
game is just inspired by some interesting theories. If anything in the game offends your believes, I 
apologize in advance. Again, this is a fictional game.
This has been a fantastic journey and I have loved each single minute of it!
I sure hope you will enjoy the game as much as I do!
All the best,

Svavar Björgvinsson
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QUICK OVERVIEW
SETUP
• Randomly draw your Alien faction & take all faction related  

player board, set of cards and tokens.
• Place the player board towards a continental area in front 

of you. This is your continental area of influence.
• If less than 4 players, Grey cannot be used and all unused 

Continents are not avialable during this game.
• Take 1 crystal and place production and improvement 

tokens on the 0 square on the player board.
• Sort  out the 3 decks and shuffle each thoroughly. 
• Draw 5 cards from Tech 1, this is your starting hand. 

END GAME & SCORE POINTS
• The game ends immediately when any player places his 3rd 

improvement token to civilized stage.
• The player that triggered game end, gets 10 points.
• Count all combined points; 

- 1 point for each set of 3 crystals 
- 3 points for each Aid token on other player boards 
- Combined points from all built & owned buildings 
- Combined points from all built items 
- Combined points from all built monuments 
- Combined points from faction agenda cleared

• Claim the winner, if tie - most crystals owned, if  tie 
most monuments built, still tie - play again.

GAME PLAY
• The game is player in continues turns, with a random 

starting player.
• During each turn, players have up to 5 cards to use.
• From each card chose 1 action to use from any of the 3 

available actions to choose from. 
• Play out the actions in any preferred order: 

- Improve, move the improvement tokens. 
- Build building, item or monument 
- Gain Crystals 
- Attack, aid, defend (during other players turns) or get a    
  gift from the gods.

• End of turn, discard all cards. Draw 5 new cards according 
to Improvement table status. Next players turn.
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